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Background: Endoscopy is routinely performed in patients with inflammatory bowel disease to evaluate disease severity and guide important
clinical decisions. However, variability in the interpretation of endoscopic findings can significantly impact patient management.
Methods: Fifty-eight gastroenterologists were invited to participate in an online survey including pictures and video recordings of colonoscopies
performed in patients with ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD). Participants were asked to rate the colorectal mucosa in patients with
UC using the Mayo endoscopic subscore (MES), and the neo-terminal ileum and anastomosis in operated patients with CD using the Rutgeerts
score (RS). Overall interrater agreement (IRA) and for several key end points was assessed using Krippendorff’s alpha test.
Results: The IRAs for the MES and RS were 0.47 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.41–0.54) and 0.33 (95% CI, 0.28–0.38). The IRAs for UC
mucosal healing (MES ≤ 1) and complete mucosal healing (MES = 0) were 0.57 (95% CI, 0.40–0.72) and 0.89 (95% CI, 0.73–1) and for CD postoperative recurrence (RS ≥ i2), and IRAs for severe postoperative recurrence (RS ≥ 3) were 0.44 (95% CI, 0.24–0.62) and 0.54 (95% CI, 0.36–0.71),
respectively. Unexpectedly, although clinical information significantly influenced the IRA, participant expertise and consultation of scores did
not produce significant changes in the IRA.

Conclusions: A high rate of disagreement in endoscopic scoring was found in this study, even among experienced physicians. The variability in
the assessment of mucosal healing and postoperative recurrence may translate into relevant differences in patient management.
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INTRODUCTION
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), including ulcerative
colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD), is a chronic immune
inflammatory condition affecting the gastrointestinal tract.
There is an unquestionable role for endoscopy in the diagnosis
and follow-up of these entities.1–5 Besides allowing the collection of histological samples, endoscopy plays an important part
in detecting mucosal lesions, staging the severity of the disease,
and deciding therapeutic tailoring.6 Recent studies underscore
the need to look beyond symptoms and to treat endoscopic
lesions with the final aim of preventing structural damage and
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disability.7,8 Evidence and consensus-based recommendations
have selected endoscopic remission as a desirable end point in
CD and UC.9 Over the last decades, several endoscopic scores
have been developed.5,10–13 Ideally, these scores should reflect
disease activity in a simple, quantitative, reproducible, and
acceptable way.13 However, not all of these tools have been
equally validated, and some studies have demonstrated disappointing intra- and interobserver variability, influenced by
factors such as clinical information and degree of expertise
in IBD endoscopy.14–17 Differences in the assessment of endoscopic lesions may potentially lead to significant differences in
therapeutic decisions. Although discrepancies in endoscopic
scoring have been shown by other authors,14–17 interrater variability for major end points such as CD postoperative recurrence (PR) have seldom been evaluated.18
We conducted a web-based survey to further study the
agreement in major therapeutic outcomes in both UC and CD
using the Mayo endoscopic score (MES) and Rutgeerts score
(RS), respectively. Concurrently, we evaluated several potential
influencers of the IRA including the experience of the clinician
and the effect of clinical information.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study Design and Recruitment
This study was conducted as a web-based survey including pictures and video recordings of patients with UC and CD.
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Using the Portuguese Inflammatory bowel disease study group
(GEDII) member database (including 330 active members as of
2017), e-mail invitations were sent to gastroenterologists with
different degrees of experience in IBD and IBD endoscopy.
Participants received no specific training related to the endoscopic scores before entering this study. Each participant was
asked to review digitally recorded endoscopic clips and pictures
of patients with UC (5 videos, 5 photo series) and postoperative CD (5 videos, 5 photo series). For the purpose of studying interrater variability in endoscopic scoring, we selected the
MES for UC and the RS for postoperative CD.

Impact of Clinical Information
We included 3 clinical cases among the 10 questions for
CD and UC. To specifically assess the influence of the patient’s
clinical information on endoscopic scoring, 2 separate questionnaires (A and B) were randomly distributed across participants. The only difference between questionnaires was the
clinical information provided in each of the 3 clinical cases of
CD and UC (eg, more symptomatic patient, higher C-reactive
protein and fecal calprotectin). A significant difference in rating
would have to be attributed to a subjective influence of clinical
information on scoring. The participants were not aware of the
existence of the 2 different questionnaires.

Effect of Consultation of Scores
To measure the effect of knowledge of the scoring system,
participants were provided with a written and graphic description of the MES and RS in the second part of the survey.

Difference According to the Physician’s
Experience in IBD
For the purpose of this study, “experts” were defined as
physicians with: (1) a clinical practice dedicated to IBD (seeing
more than 40 IBD patients/month), (2) routine performance
of endoscopy in patients with IBD (>20 examinations/month),
and (3) systematic use of endoscopic scores in clinical practice
(100% of endoscopy reports).

dedicated to IBD, 50 (86.2%) routinely performed endoscopy
in patients with IBD, and 52 (89.7%) systematically used these
scores in clinical practice. Nineteen participants met all 3 criteria and were classified as being more experienced in IBD. All
participants successfully completed the 20-question survey. The
distribution of classifications according to the MES and RS are
shown in Fig. 1. The resulting IRAs are presented in Table 1.
Overall, we found a poor IRA for the assessment of the
severity in UC and postoperative CD using the MES and the
RS (MES IRA, 0.47; 95% CI, 0.41–0.54; and RS IRA, 0.33;
95% CI, 0.28–0.38), respectively.
•

•

•

•

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) v21.0. Comparison
of scores was performed using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
Interobserver agreements were tested using Krippendorff’s alpha
test (Kalpha macro for SPSS).19 Agreement was considered poor
when lower than 0.67, moderate between 0.67 and 0.80, and
good when above 0.80. The z-test was used to evaluate significance between IRAs. The significance level was chosen at 0.05.

RESULTS
Fifty-eight gastroenterologists agreed to participate in
the study. Nineteen participants (32.8%) had a clinical practice

•

Impact of clinical information on scoring
Overall, we found no difference in the mean scores between questionnaires A and B using the MES (Wilcoxon rank-sum test mean
MES, 84.9 vs 86.9; P = 0.762) and the RS (mean RS, 91.7 vs 81.2;
P = 0.147). However, in 2 UC questions, the mean MES was significantly different between questionnaires (mean MES, 34.8 vs 25.2;
P = 0.008; and mean MES, 32.4 vs 27.1; P = 0.016), suggesting an
unexpected influence of clinical information on scoring (Fig. 2).
Difference in IRA between pictures and videos
In respect to the MES, the IRA was superior for the assessment of
videos (MES IRA, 0.33; 95% CI, 0.24–0.42; vs MES IRA, 0.52;
95% CI, 0.45–0.58; P = 0.001). On the other hand, there was no
difference in the IRA between pictures and videos for the RS (RS
IRA, 0.35; 95% CI, 0.30–0.40; vs RS IRA, 0.28; 95% CI, 0.23–0.33;
P = 0.1).
Effect of consultation on scoring
Consultation of scores produced no significant improvement in the
IRA for the MES (MES IRA, 0.45; 95% CI, 0.38–0.51; vs MES
IRA, 0.50; 95% CI, 0.42–0.58; P = 0.32) and for the RS (RS IRA,
0.41; 95% CI, 0.35–0.46; vs RS IRA, 0.16; 95% CI, 0.10–0.21).
These results occurred evenly among experts and less-experienced
participants.
Agreement for mucosal healing (MH) and postoperative recurrence
The IRA for mucosal healing in UC (defined as an MES of 0 or
1) was 0.57 (95% CI, 0.40–0.72). The IRA significantly improved
if a more restricted definition of mucosal healing was used (ie,
complete mucosal healing – MES = 0; IRA, 0.89; 95% CI, 0.73–1;
P = 0.008). The IRA for postoperative recurrence (defined as an
RS ≥ i2) was 0.44 (95% CI, 0.24–0.62). If considering only patients
with severe postoperative recurrence (RS ≥ i3), there was a slight,
albeit nonsignificant, increase in the IRA (IRA, 0.54; 95% CI, 0.36–
0.71; P = 0.43).
Differences between experts and nonexperts
There was no significant improvement in the IRA for the MES between nonexpert and expert gastroenterologists (MES IRA, 0.45;
95% CI, 0.38–0.52; vs MES IRA, 0.54; 95% CI, 0.46–0.60; P = 0.1).
On the other hand, participant experience produced a significant
improvement in the IRA using the RS (RS IRA, 0.30; 95% CI,
0.25–0.34; vs RS IRA, 0.42; 95% CI, 0.37–0.47; P = 0.0003). These
results are shown in Fig. 3.

There were no differences in the IRA between nonexpert and expert participants for mucosal healing (MH IRA,
0.54; 95% CI, 0.36–0.70; vs MH IRA, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.45–0.78;
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FIGURE 1. Distribution of scores among participants for the 10 questions using the Mayo endoscopic subscore (A) and the Rutgeerts postoperative
endoscopic score (B). Mayo endoscopic subscore ranges from 0 to 3, and Rutgeerts postoperative endoscopic score ranges from i0 to i4.

TABLE 1. Interrater Agreement Among Gastroenterologists for the Mayo Endoscopic Subscore and the Rutgeerts
Score
MES
RS
MH
Complete MH
PR
Severe PR

Overall IRA (95% CI)

Nonexpert IRA (95% CI)

Expert IRA (95% CI)

P

0.47 (0.41–0.54)
0.33 (0.28–0.38)
0.57 (0.40–0.72)
0.89 (0.73–1.0)
0.44 (0.24–0.65)
0.54 (0.38–0.71)

0.45 (0.38–0.52)
0.30 (0.25–0.34)
0.54 (0.36–0.70)
0.89 (0.72–1.0)
0.39 (0.19–0.58)
0.52 (0.34–0.69)

0.54 (0.46–0.60)
0.42 (0.37–0.47)
0.62 (0.45–0.78)
0.89 (0.75–1.0)
0.58 (0.39–0.76)
0.59 (0.42–0.75)

0.1
0.0003
0.48
1
0.16
0.56

Krippendorff’s alpha test values with 95% confidence intervals are reported. The P value is presented for the difference between nonexpert and expert participants.
MH = mucosal healing; PR = postoperative recurrence.
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FIGURE 2. Results of the Mayo endoscopic subscore and Rutgeerts score according to questionnaires A and B. Statistical difference was measured
using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. QA = questionnaire A; QB = questionnaire B.

P = 0.48) and complete mucosal healing (complete MH IRA,
0.89; 95% CI, 0.72–1; vs complete MH IRA, 0.89; 95% CI,
0.75–1; P = 1). Likewise, there was no significant improvement
in the IRA for postoperative recurrence (PR IRA, 0.39; 95%
CI, 0.19–0.58; vs PR IRA, 0.58; 95% CI, 0.39–0.76; P = 0.16)
and severe postoperative recurrence (severe PR IRA, 0.52; 95%
CI, 0.34–0.69; vs severe PR IRA, 0.59; 95% CI, 0.42–0.75,
P = 0.56). These results are presented in Fig. 4.

DISCUSSION
Endoscopic assessment has become paramount in guiding therapeutic decisions in IBD, whether you are considering immunomodulation, biologics, or surgery.1–5 Moreover,
mucosal healing is increasingly recognized as an undisputed
milestone in the treatment of both CD and UC, with most
experts defending a treat-to-target strategy.9 Endoscopic scores
such as the MES for UC and the RS for postoperative CD are
based upon mucosal features and patterns that are compiled

to form a grading system.11,12 This process is highly dependent
on the correct visual identification, interpretation, and grading
of endoscopic findings. These scores are intended to be easily reproducible, thus enabling a standardized grading of the
patient’s severity regardless of the clinical setting. As such,
they are frequently used in clinical and investigational settings
to define mucosal healing.5 However, recent studies have challenged these assumptions, showing significant interrater and
even intrarater variability in endoscopic scoring.14–17 As therapeutic decisions are usually based on the severity of endoscopic inflammation, variability may ultimately result in an
incorrect or at least inconsistent clinical decision-making process. Therefore, measures of interrater variability and identification of the factors leading to this high variability are in high
demand. In the current study, we assessed the existence of interrater variability in endoscopic scoring using the MES and RS
through exposure of an unselected group of gastroenterologists
with different degrees of experience in IBD to several digital
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FIGURE 3. Graphic representation of the inter-rater agreements between “expert” and “nonexpert” gastroenterologists using the Mayo endoscopic
subscore and the Rutgeerts score. Krippendorff’s alpha test values with 95% confidence intervals are reported.

FIGURE 4. Graphic representation of the inter-rater agreements between “expert” and “nonexpert” gastroenterologists for mucosal healing and
complete mucosal healing using the Mayo endoscopic subscore, and for postoperative recurrence and severe postoperative recurrence using the
Rutgeerts score. Krippendorff’s alpha test values with 95% confidence intervals are reported.
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recorded pictures and video clips of patients with IBD. Similar
to reports from other authors, the Interobserver agreement was
far from optimal, particularly for the RS.14,15 Considering 2
important thresholds in IBD management—mucosal healing in
UC and postoperative endoscopic recurrence in CD—the IRA
was, at best, moderate, but it did improve slightly when considering more extreme scenarios such as deep mucosal healing
and severe postoperative endoscopic recurrence. These results
are in agreement with other authors, showing only a moderate agreement between observers in differentiating <i2 from ≥i2
disease.18 Because we have shown that the extremes of the scoring system tend to produce higher IRA, one could argue that
challenges in rating mostly lie in differentiating subtle changes
in features that score within the middle range of the scale.
This is nevertheless very relevant, as clinical targets such
as mucosal healing or postoperative recurrence rest roughly
within the mid-range of each scale.
We specifically studied factors that could influence IRA:
exposure to information regarding the clinical assessment of
the patient; knowledge of the scoring system by permitting its
consultation, and overall physician experience in IBD and IBD
endoscopy. Clinical information regarding the patient is not
expected to influence IRA as both scores rely solely on objective endoscopic findings and not on clinical variables. However,
we identified 2 questions using the MES in which the scores
significantly differed between questionnaires, demonstrating a
possible influence of clinical information on the participant’s
assessment. Next, consultation of the scoring system was
assessed by providing both written and pictorial examples of
each grade. This resulted in a slight improvement in the IRA for
the MES but not for the RS. We can only speculate whether this
results from the MES being more dependent on visual features
that define each grade (eg, erosions for MES 2; ulcerations for
MES 3) in contrast with a more complex RS requiring interpretation of several features from both the ileocolonic anastomosis and the neoterminal ileum. In fact, this complexity might
partly explain the lack of difference between picture and video
interpretation using the RS. Recently, a modified version of
the RS has been proposed, subdividing i2 lesions (i2a = lesions
confined to the ileocolonic anastomosis [including anastomotic
stenosis]; i2b = lesions in the neoterminal ileum with normal
intervening mucosa). Although not validated, this revision may
improve IRA in postoperative CD.20 Lastly, we evaluated the
influence of experience in IBD in IRA. Unexpectedly, this was
not associated with an improvement in the IRA for most scenarios. Experts essentially performed better using the RS, but
showed similar performance using the MES. More importantly,
the IRA for the important outcomes of mucosal healing in
UC and postoperative recurrence in CD were similar between
experts and less experienced participants.
Overall, our findings bare important clinical implications, suggesting that patients may be classified as having
(or not having) mucosal healing or postoperative recurrence,

solely depending on the endoscopist’s assessment. Ultimately,
this may result in very different therapeutic decisions. So,
what are the possible solutions for this dilemma? In the setting of scientific studies, the handicap of interrater variability
has been put aside by using a central reading process where
an expert IBD endoscopist performs all the assessments. In a
real-life setting, though, this is obviously impossible. For reallife setting, training programs may be the answer. Training
programs on endoscopic scoring systems for IBD have been
shown to significantly improve agreement among nonexperienced endoscopists, bringing it to the levels observed among
experts.15 This holds true not only for the MES and RS, but
also for other scores such as the Simple Endoscopic Score
for Crohn’s Disease and Crohn’s Disease Endoscopic Index
of Severity, both considered to be more complex and not as
commonly adopted in clinical practice.5,15 Training, more than
experience, might be a solution to significantly improve the
IRA for endoscopic assessment.
In conclusion, according to our findings, about one-third
of patients would be managed differently solely based on endoscopic findings. This means that patients with indication for
step-up therapy would not receive it, whereas others would be
unnecessarily exposed to more intensive and expensive therapy.
Therefore, if we aim to treat UC and CD to ambitious targets
such as mucosal healing, improvement of interrater variability
is indispensable. Training programs, and perhaps better definitions of important treatment targets, may be useful in alleviating these issues.
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